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Functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is a portable monitor of cerebral hemodynamics
with wide clinical potential. However, in fNIRS, the vascular signal from the brain is often
obscured by vascular signals present in the scalp and skull. In this paper, we evaluate two
methods for improving in vivo data from adult human subjects through the use of high-density
diffuse optical tomography (DOT). First, we test whether we can extend superficial regression
methods (which utilize the multiple source–detector pair separations) from sparse optode
arrays to application with DOT imaging arrays. In order to accomplish this goal, we modify the
method to remove physiological artifacts from deeper sampling channels using an average of
shallow measurements. Second, DOT provides three-dimensional image reconstructions and
should explicitly separate different tissue layers. We test whether DOT’s depth-sectioning can
completely remove superficial physiological artifacts. Herein, we assess improvements in signal
quality and reproducibility due to these methods using a well-characterized visual paradigm
and our high-density DOT system. Both approaches remove noise from the data, resulting in
cleaner imaging and more consistent hemodynamic responses. Additionally, the two methods
act synergistically, with greater improvements when the approaches are used together.
Keywords: neuroimaging, biomedical optics, near-infrared spectroscopy, diffuse optical tomography, artifact removal,
image quality

Introduction
Recent successes using functional near infrared spectroscopy
(fNIRS) (Hebden, 2003; Yodh and Boas, 2003; Steinbrink et al.,
2006) to study neonatal auditory and language development
(Gervain et al., 2008; Saito et al., 2009) and pain responses (Bartocci
et al., 2006) highlight the promise of extending fNIRS neuroimaging into populations that are difficult to scan with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). fNIRS uses near infrared sources
and detectors to measure changes in absorption due neurovascular
dynamics in response to brain activation, which allows a combination of portable instrumentation, wearable imaging caps, and more
comprehensive hemodynamic imaging contrasts. These advantages
make fNIRS ideally suited for a range of neuroscience applications
in comparison with fMRI (Hebden, 2003; Yodh and Boas, 2003;
Steinbrink et al., 2006). Nonetheless, limitations in brain specificity
have prevented the technique from performing sophisticated cognitive neuroimaging studies that have become common in fMRI.
As instrumentation has improved, the primary source of noise in
fNIRS is physiological, arising from hemodynamics unrelated to
the desired neural paradigm. While such spurious signals also exist
in fMRI, their effect is exacerbated in fNIRS, since every measurement consists of light that has traveled from an extra-cranial source,
through the scalp and skull, into the brain, and back out through
the scalp and skull to reach a detector. Measurements therefore
not only contain confounding signals from systemic sources, but
also from hemodynamics localized to the superficial tissue layers.
Even when combined into sparse (∼3 cm) grids for topographic
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imaging, NIRS continuous-wave measurement systems have poor
spatial sampling and are ill-equipped to discriminate these noise
sources (Klaessens et al., 2005; Davis et al., 2006).
Though not yet widely used, progress with diffuse optical tomography (DOT) techniques has begun to provide higher functional
neuroimaging performance than fNIRS while maintaining simple instrumentation (Benaron et al., 2000; Bluestone et al., 2001;
Hebden et al., 2002; Hebden, 2003; Gibson et al., 2006; Joseph
et al., 2006; Zeff et al., 2007; Wylie et al., 2009; White and Culver,
2010a,b). High-density DOT systems sample many source–detector
pairs (SD-pairs) at multiple separations. The depth sensitivity of
the measurements varies with the source–detector distance: closely
spaced SD-pairs sample shallowly, while more widely spaced pairs
penetrate deeply. This feature supports two methods for increasing the ability to discriminate signals arising from the brain. First,
source–detector distances can be chosen such that some measurements are preferentially sensitive to scalp, skull, and systemic
hemodynamic fluctuations, while others sample into the brain.
Shallow measurements are then assumed to be a measure of the
superficial and systemic noise and can be regressed from deeper
pairs. The regressed data should produce a more accurate measure
of hemodynamic trends unique to the brain (Saager and Berger,
2005, 2008). Second, overlapping measurements allow tomographic
image reconstruction techniques (Barbour et al., 1990; Arridge,
1999; Yodh and Boas, 2003), resulting in an image of hemodynamic
changes throughout a three-dimensional volume of the head, spatially separating contributions from deep and shallow sources.
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Despite the conceptual illustrations of DOT’s feasibility for neuroimaging and the knowledge that superficial contamination can
lead to controversies of the interpretation of results (Jasdzewski
et al., 2003; Boden et al., 2007) the majority of fNIRS studies are
still conducted with sparse, single-distance imaging arrays. Initially
the hesitation to switch to DOT was due in part to the complicated
instrumentation requirements of early DOT systems. Now, as multiple simple neuroimaging DOT scanners are available, it is necessary to clearly demonstrate the possible improvements from these
new techniques using in vivo imaging data. Thus, we here evaluate
the ability of two methods, superficial signal regression (SSR) and
tomography itself, to improve signal quality using in vivo measurements of the adult human visual cortex. Our goal is to answer three
questions. (1) Can SSR techniques developed for sparse fNIRS arrays
be adapted to high-density imaging arrays? This extension is nontrivial for two reasons. DOT inter-optode spacing is determined by
the dense grid rather than by considerations of tissue sensitivity,
and thus we might not be able to construct an ideal regressor. Also,
since every deep measurement is not uniquely paired with a single
shallow measurement, some other strategy to define a regression
signal is required. Here, we evaluate a simple approach using a single
spatially averaged regression signal for the entire measurement set.
We will thus test whether this regression method is adequate. (2) How
much signal-to-noise is gained by moving from sparse, isolated fNIRS
measurements to DOT imaging? And, (3) is the depth-sectioning of
DOT itself sufficient to separate multiple tissue layers, or does SSR
in combination with DOT provide an added advantage?

was secured over the visual cortex using hook-and-loop strapping. In
this study, we used visual stimulation data acquired in adult humans
since visual stimuli activate a well-localized region of cortex and have
minimal systemic correlates [as opposed to motor stimuli that can
be correlated with increases in blood pressure (Boden et al., 2007)].
Subjects were instructed to look at a crosshair, and a visual stimulus in
the lower right visual field spanning a polar angle of 70º and a radial
angle of 0.5–1.7º was presented, consisting of 10 s of counter-phase
flashing at 10 Hz followed by 30 s of 50% gray screen (Figure 1B).
A session had between four and eight stimulus repetitions. Data was
acquired from a population of nine subjects. Two subjects were had
a majority of channels with high signal variance and were excluded
due to poor cap fit. Of the remaining seven subjects, one was scanned
three times and another was scanned twice, for a total of 10 data sets
included in this study.
Superficial signal regression

Due to the high dynamic range of the DOT system, light is detected
from several different source–detector distances. In this paper, we
will focus on using the first- and second-nearest neighbors, referring
to SD-pairs separated by 1.3 and 3.0 cm, respectively (Figure 2A).
First-nearest neighbors sample predominantly superficially, sensitive
A

B

Materials and methods
Protocol

Data were acquired using a high-density DOT scanner, developed
in-house (Zeff et al., 2007). The optode array consisted of 24 source
positions (with light emitting diodes, LEDs, at both 750 and 850 nm)
and 28 detector positions (coupled to avalanche photodiodes, APDs)
designed to image the visual cortex (Figure 1A). Healthy adults were
scanned after informed consent, as specified by the Washington
University School of Medicine Human Research Protection Office.
Subjects sat 70 cm away from a 19-inch LCD screen, and the DOT pad
A

B

Figure 1 | High-density DOT study design. (A) Schematic of the
high-density scanning grid placed over the occipital cortex. Sources are in red,
detectors in blue. (B) The visual stimulus. Black and white regions alternate
contrast at 10 Hz. This visual stimulus was presented in a block pattern,
consisting of 10 s of visual activation followed by 30 s of 50% gray screen.

1st Nearest
Neighbor

Source
1.3 cm

2nd Nearest
Neighbor
3.0 cm
Scalp/Skull
Brain

First nearest neighbor
Second nearest neighbor
Figure 2 | High-density diffuse optical imaging. (A) Schematic of a
subsection of a high-density grid. Red dots indicate source positions, and blue
dots detector positions. Interconnecting lines define first- and second-nearest
neighbor source–detector pairs. (B) Illustration of depth sensitivity of SD-pairs
with respect to lateral separation using a photon migration simulation in a
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semi-infinite, homogeneous geometry using 3-mm diameter, exponentially
decaying optodes. Sensitivity functions have been truncated at 5% intensity. The
most closely spaced SD-pairs (sensitivity in green) sample superficial scalp/skull
properties, while more widely spaced SD-pairs (sensitivity in red) are sensitive
to both brain and scalp/skull signals.
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to scalp and skull properties, while second-nearest neighbors sample into the brain as well as the scalp/skull (Figure 2B) (Dehghani
et al., 2009). We thus assume that the second-nearest neighbors contain the desired brain signal obscured by noise: SNN2 = Sbrain + Snoise.
Regressing the noise from the second-nearest neighbor data will
then, in principle, produce a more accurate measure of brain properties: SNN2 − Snoise = Sbrain (Saager and Berger, 2005).
Our hypothesis is that the first-nearest neighbors can be used
to construct a measure of this noise, which consists of both global
variations and any changes localized to the superficial tissue layers: SNN1 ≈ Snoise = Ssuperficial + Sglobal. Specifically, our noise signal is
produced by spatially averaging the first-nearest neighbor signals:
y n = (1 N nn )Σ Nj =nn1 y j . Here, y j is the jth first-nearest neighbor pair
measurement, Nnn is the number of first-nearest neighbors in the
array, and yn is the superficial noise signal. This formulation contains two deviations from sparse fNIRS techniques. First, while one
might desire a shorter first-nearest neighbor separation (∼0.5 cm)
(Saager and Berger, 2008), our separation is constrained by the
optode geometry needed for an imaging array. Second, rather
than having an individual short-separation regressor for each
deep measurement, we have averaged all first-nearest neighbors.
These two changes should have the effect of partially mitigating
each other, since even if some first-nearest neighbors have small
sensitivity to the brain activation, using a large spatial average for
the regressor means that local brain activations will not appear in
the regressor (see the discussion for more on these effects).
The contribution of this noise signal to all measurements is
removed by regression: yi ,brain = yi − α i y n , where αi is a temporal
correlation factor α i = yi , y n y n , y n , yi is the ith unmodified
SD-pair time course, and yi,brain is the same SD-pair after SSR.
Here the brackets, <a,b> indicate calculation of the inner product
between two time courses a and b. Note that this regression against
yn is also performed on each of the individual first-nearest neighbor channels, which will still contain individual variation. When
data were processed as SD-pair measures of absorption change
(i.e., fNIRS: section “Modified Beer-Lambert law (fNIRS)”) this
remaining variance in the first-nearest neighbors is not relevant,
as we examine only individual second-nearest neighbor channels.
However, when performing three-dimensional tomographic reconstructions of volumes of absorbance change (i.e., DOT: section
“Diffuse optical tomography reconstructions”), the first-nearest
neighbors (with their remaining variance) are used in the reconstruction and contribute to the image.
Modified Beer-Lambert law (fNIRS)

Measurements of absorbance change were produced from the
log-ratio of raw SD-pair data. A band-pass filter (0.02–0.5 Hz)
removed pulse and long-term drift. Using the modified BeerLambert law (MBL), ∆µ a = ∆A L ⋅ dpf , changes in absorption were
determined from absorbance. Here ∆A is the change in absorbance, L is the separation between this measurement’s source and
detector, and dpf is the differential path-length factor (a term
that corrects for light being multiply scattered within the head,
and thereby traveling a longer distance than the physical source
detector separation). We used values for dpf derived from the work
of Duncan et al. (1996) of 5.11 cm−1 for 750 nm and 4.67 cm−1
for 850 nm.
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Diffuse optical tomography reconstructions

Diffuse optical tomography reconstructions were generated using
a hemispherical head model (Zeff et al., 2007). A finite-element,
forward light model (Dehghani et al., 2003) was used to generate
a sensitivity matrix for the source/detector array. Using a direct
inversion of the sensitivity matrix, SD-pair absorbance measurements were converted into tomographic maps of absorption change
(Zeff et al., 2007). A hemispherical shell through the superficial
cerebral cortex (1-cm thick centered at a 1-cm depth) was isolated
from the full 3D reconstruction for display (shown as a posterior
coronal projection, as if looking at the brain from behind with the
scalp and skull removed). We can thus spatially remove superficially
reconstructed hemodynamics.
Hemoglobin spectroscopy

For both SD-pair measures and tomographic maps of absorption
change, we used the extinction coefficients of oxy- (HbO2) and
deoxyhemoglobin (HbR) to convert from changes in the absorption to concentration changes: ∆HbO2, ∆HbR, and ∆HbT (total
hemoglobin). The extinction coefficients used for HbO2 are 1.36
and 3.40 mM−1 cm−1 and for HbR are 2.39 and 1.85 mM−1 cm−1 (for
750 and 850 nm, respectively). These coefficients were generated by
applying a weighted average over the spectra of our LEDs (Gaussian
FWHM ∼60 and 45 nm, respectively) to the table of extinction
coefficients found in Wray et al. (1988).
Evaluation of contrast-to-noise

To quantify the performance of the different neuroimaging methods, we evaluated the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of the retrieved
hemodynamic response. Contrast is defined as the peak-height
of response (averaged over multiple stimulus presentations). We
characterized measurement noise through the standard deviation
in the pre-stimulus baseline. We use baseline noise rather than
variation in the activation height, since peak height could change
from block to block due to factors such as subject attentiveness and
direction of gaze that are independent from system or physiological
noise. We then judge a method’s effectiveness by its improvement
in CNR versus fNIRS/MBL processing without SSR. Additionally,
both DOT methods create images, which we judge spatially by
looking at contrast and noise.

Results
Our goal was to compare the ability to distinguish brain activations
using four analysis methods: (1) SD-pair data processed with the
MBL without any additional processing, (2) SD-pair data processed using the MBL with SSR, (3) DOT reconstructions, and (4)
DOT reconstructions with SSR. First, we examined time traces of
the hemodynamic response to the visual stimulus from a single,
representative second-nearest neighbor SD-pair generated with and
without SSR (methods 1 and 2). If no SSR processing is applied
to MBL data, then it is difficult to distinguish individual hemodynamic activations (Figure 3A). One reason that this data fails to
show canonical responses is that it also contains superficial and
systemic variation; using high-density optode arrays we can measure the superficial noise signal (Figure 3B). Using SSR to remove
this signal from the second-nearest neighbor SD-pair produced a
consistent canonical hemodynamic response (Figure 3C). While
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A

Single Raw 2nd-Nearest Neighbor

B

Superficial Noise (1st-Nearest Neighbor Average)

C

Single 2nd-Nearest Neighbor after SSR

Hemoglobin Concentration (µmol/L)

2
0
-2

2
0
-2
2
0
0

40

D

Raw Data

80

HbO2
HbR
HbT
* p < 0.05

0.5
0
* *

0

10

20
Time (s)

the expected response shape is visible after block-averaging without
SSR (Figure 3D), with SSR, activations due to single stimulus presentations are apparent even before block-averaging. Block-averaged
SSR data (Figure 3E) had reduced noise (error bars denote standard
error), improved statistical significance (asterisks mark significant
deviation from baseline p < 0.05 based on a comparison to the prestimulus baseline of time = −2 s with a two-tailed t-test), and qualitatively improved response shape. In this individual, the responses
for both HbO2 and HbT were non-significant in the data prior to
SSR. This improvement in signal quality is quantified through an
approximately two-fold improvement in CNR (Table 1).
Tomographic images of ∆HbO2, ∆HbR, and ∆HbT were generated with and without SSR. Reconstructed images of raw ∆HbO2
data during the peak functional response (13 s after stimulus
onset averaged over one second) show inconsistent responses
from trial to trial (Figure 4A, top row). In contrast, the images
of data that have SSR processing show similar activations after
each stimulus presentation (Figure 4A, bottom row). While both
activation maps appear similar after block-averaging (Figure 4B),
the greater noise in the raw data is reflected in an image of variance over the multiple trials (Figure 4C). Noise reduction due to

200

240

SSR Data
* * *
* * * * *
*
*

1
0.5

*

0
-0.5

30

Figure 3 | Evaluation of the effect of SSR on SD-pair data during visual
stimulation. The gray shaded regions indicate visual stimulus. (A–C) Time
traces of the hemodynamic response from six consecutive blocks with
∆HbO2 in red, ∆HbR in blue, and ∆HbT in green. The superficial noise signal
(B) is regressed from a raw second-nearest neighbor SD-pair (A), producing
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160
E

1

-0.5

120
Time (s)

Hb (µmol/L)

Hb (µmol/L)

-2

* *

0

10

20
Time (s)

30

SSR data (C). Note the consistent clean shape of activation after SSR.
(D,E) Block-averaged time traces of (A) and (C), respectively. Error bars mark
standard deviation and asterisks indicate statistically significant deviation
from baseline. Note the reduced noise and improved CNR of the activation
after SSR.

SSR can also be quantified in voxel time traces chosen from the
area of peak activation (Figure 4D). These traces (Figures 4E,F)
show the ability of SSR (as with SD-pair data) to reduce noise,
improve statistical significance, and qualitatively improve the
shape of the hemodynamic response. Comparing CNR of the
various methods shows that there are gains through the use of
DOT alone, but there is a synergistic effect between SSR and DOT
with the signal quality being highest after the utilization of both
methods (Table 1).
The above exemplary results can be generalized to the group data
demonstrating consistent CNR improvement through the use of the
SSR method and DOT (Figure 5). On average, tomographic image
reconstruction and SSR improve CNR in all contrasts. However,
some subjects or individual contrasts within a subject fail to show
improvement when only one of these methods is used (in no case
however, does SSR drastically decrease the data’s CNR). In combination, the two depth-discrimination methods improve the CNR
of all subjects and all contrasts (with the exception of HbR in one
individual). On average, sequential use of SSR and tomography provide a 2.24-, 2.18-, and 3.01-fold improvement in CNR for HbO2,
HbR, and HbT, respectively.
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Table 1 | Improvement in the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) following the use of SSR and DOT.
Method

CNR	

Fold-improvement versus MBL

∆HbO2

∆HbR	

∆HbT

∆HbO2

∆HbR	

∆HbT

MBL

3.36

2.70

3.01

N/A

N/A

N/A

MBL with SSR

6.96

5.35

4.79

2.07

1.99

1.59

DOT

4.09

6.34

3.43

1.21

2.35

1.13

DOT with SSR

7.78

7.51

5.26

2.32

2.78

1.75

While both SSR and DOT improve CNR relative to standard fNIRS techniques (the modified Beer-Lambert law), the combination of DOT and SSR results in the lowest
noise. This improvement holds for all three contrasts.

A

B

Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

Block 4

Block 5

C

Block
Average

Block 6

Image
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SSR

0
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D
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*
***
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*
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Figure 4 | Evaluation of the effect of SSR on imaged data.
(A) Reconstructed images from a 1-cm thick shell of cortex. Each plot shows 1 s
of data at peak activation from six consecutive blocks, without SSR (top row)
and with SSR (bottom row) superficial signal regression. (B) The block average of
the six blocks in (A). (C) Image variance is displayed as the standard deviation of
each pixel at peak activation across all blocks. Note that while the block-averages

Discussion
Limitations in the signal quality of optical signals have hampered the
acceptance of fNIRS in clinical practice and cognitive neuroscience
research. To date, a number of groups have pursued varying techniques to regress or discriminate physiological noise from optically
acquired functional brain signals. One potential method is to use
direct peripheral measurements of the hypothesized noise sources
(e.g., via a pulse-oximeter or respiration belt), which can then be
regressed from the acquired data [as is commonly performed in
fMRI (Glover et al., 2000)]. This approach, however, is limited in
the number of noise sources it can measure, and additionally it
assumes a similarity between blood flow in the periphery and in the
head that may not hold in practice. Our lab, as well as others, have
used statistical techniques that assume orthogonality or independence between functional brain signals and physiological noise to
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* *
**

HbO2
HbR
HbT
* p < 0.05

30

-1

0

10
20
Time (sec.)

30

appear similar, the image variance plot captures the inconsistency in the raw
(non-SSR) data. (D) Reconstructed image of cortical response to visual stimulus,
overlaid on adult head to show direction of view and the voxel chosen for time
trace analysis. (E,F) Block-averaged time traces generated from a single voxel of
reconstructed data, with and without SSR. Error bars mark standard deviation
and asterisks indicate statistically significant deviation from baseline.

identify these components (Morren et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2005;
Markham et al., 2009). An additional method for regression is the
use of adaptive filtering techniques (Zhang et al., 2007, 2009), which
have been used in single-source, multi-detector geometries.
In this paper, we have implemented and evaluated a theoretically and computationally simple regression procedure within
the context of a high-density DOT imaging array. This method is
amenable to real-time imaging and has been shown to be capable
of CNR improvement in each hemoglobin species for ≥ 80% of
subjects, both in SD-pair data and in image reconstructions. The
use of tomography individually is still helpful, but less impressive.
This result might be due to the fact that we are only using firstand second-nearest neighbors in the present analysis. As there
is substantial overlap in the sensitivities of these two measurement distances, we might predict that their ability to completely
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CNR Ratio
(Listed Method / Raw SD Pair)

A

B

C

SD-Pair Improvement with SSR

Improvement with DOT
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Raw Source-Detector CNR

1

0.5
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0
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Raw Source-Detector CNR

Figure 5 | Evaluation of the signal quality of SSR and DOT versus MBL
across ten data sets (seven subjects, with some scanned multiple times).
All graphs plot the fold-improvement in CNR versus the MBL CNR. ∆HbO2,
∆HbR, and ∆HbT are denoted in red circles, blue squares, and green triangles,
respectively. (A) Improvement in CNR due to the use of SSR on SD-pairs.

distinguish two depths to be limited. We expect that future DOT
systems with sufficiently higher signal-to-noise to include further source–detector distances would have better depth profiling
(Dehghani et al., 2009). The combined effect of SSR and image
reconstruction improves the CNR in all 10 datasets for HbO2
and HbT, and nine of 10 datasets for HbR. SSR and DOT have
a synergistic effect to improve the depth-sectioning capabilities
of optical imaging.
Additionally, we see that it is the subjects with the worst initial
SNR that have the largest improvement after the use of SSR and
DOT. This result is possibly because there are two contributions to
noise: physiological noise and instrument noise. Since we expect
instrument noise to be relatively constant between studies, the variance between subjects results predominantly from the amount of
physiological noise present. Subjects with initially poor CNR (and
thus high physiological noise) will benefit most from the noise
removal techniques described here. Subjects with initially low
physiological noise have CNRs limited by instrument noise. We
would then expect the present techniques (which are designed to
solely remove physiological noise) to have little effect on the CNR
of these subjects.
It is important to note that what one refers to as “physiological noise” varies with the context of the experiment. When
performing a functional activation study (as here), many normal
physiological processes (including pulse, respiration, blood pressure oscillations, and spontaneous neural activity) all qualify as
noise as they are undesired variance not related to your experimental paradigm. However, in other circumstances it could be
the “noise” that you wish to measure. Resting-state functional
connectivity (Biswal et al., 1995; Fox et al., 2005; Fox and Raichle,
2007; White et al., 2009) was originally dismissed as noise in
fMRI signals. Additionally, one can extract important information through the examination of optical measurement of pulse
and respiratory fluctuations (Wolf et al., 1997; Franceschini
et al., 2002, 2006). The SSR method in this paper was designed
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0

2 4 6 8 10 12
Raw Source-Detector CNR

(B) Improvement in CNR through the use of tomographic image reconstruction
(chosen at the voxel with maximal response). (C) Improvement in CNR due to
the combined use of SSR and image reconstruction. Note that it is the subjects
with the worst initial CNR (farthest to the left) that benefit the most from the
evaluated methods.

for examination of task-evoked neural activity; care should be
taken in choosing the appropriate noise removal method for
each experiment.
While a linear regression should be less powerful than an adaptive filter, our results are more consistent and comprehensive than
those previously presented for adaptive filters. Zhang et al. (2009)
found that with their filter “71% of the [HbO2] measurements
revealed CNR improvements after adaptive filtering, with a mean
improvement of 60%. No CNR improvement was observed for
[HbR].” In contrast, our improvement of about 200% in CNR is
seen across all hemoglobin species. These results show that effective
filtering can be obtained with simple, easily implemented algorithms. However, it also demonstrates that more research needs
to be done on the nature of physiological interference in optical
signals. We expect that greater knowledge of the sensitivities of
different contrasts to physiological processes will yield even higher
performing filter algorithms.
While one of the advantages of the proposed method is its ease
of use, this simplicity does come at the cost of making assumptions
that may not hold in all cases. One limitation is that there are likely
several sources that contribute to the measured noise and that the
linear combination present in the first-nearest neighbor pairs may
not be the same as the linear combination in the second-nearest
neighbors. In such a case, simple regression cannot remove all noise,
but still has been shown to provide noise-reduction benefits (Saager
and Berger, 2008). An extension of the current technique would be
a multiple linear regression method combined with direct measurements of other systemic signals (e.g., heart rate, breathing rate,
and arterial blood pressure), which would, in principle, provide still
better performance. A second limitation is that the averaged firstnearest neighbor signal might include some component sensitive
to the brain. In the present adult study this effect is minimal since
the brain sensitivity of first-nearest neighbors is low (<5%) and the
activations were localized. However, in other applications, such as
imaging infants, where the scalp and skull are much thinner and
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activations cannot be as easily localized, one would have to take care
that the regression did not remove too much of the desired brain
response. A third concern is that the superficial noise signal might
vary over the surface of head. In this case, one could determine a local
measure of the noise using nearby first-nearest neighbors. However,
although future work will develop better algorithms, the present
paper shows that current data can still be dramatically improved
with simply implemented methods.
The average CNR improvement (with the use of both SSR and
DOT) of approximately 2.5-fold in hemoglobin absorption data
corresponds to a greater than six-fold reduction in the necessary acquisition time required for an equivalent signal quality
(assuming that CNR scales as the square root of the total scan
time). Decreased acquisition time will have two complementary
effects that aid the use of fNIRS in novel environments, such as
with young children and hospitalized patients. With increased
signal quality, one needs to rely less on the long-term cooperation of the subject and can obtain useful data even if only short
scanning windows are available. Conversely, for a fixed session

length, decreased time per stimulus allows the use of multiple
stimulus paradigms and attempts to decode more complex brain
functionality.
We have shown that high-density DOT’s overlapping, depthdependent measurements of the head and brain can be leveraged to perform SSR in addition to three-dimensional image
reconstructions. Both of these methods reduce the effect of
physiological noise in the acquired neuroimaging data. The
extension of SSR to DOT data provides an additional benefit beyond DOT’s inherent depth-sectioning capabilities.
Improvements in repeatability and signal quality advance DOT
towards real-time imaging and greater utility in basic neuroscience and clinical care.
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